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Below is a brief overview of The World of Sofia... A few days before her 15th birthday, young Sofia receives a mysterious anonymous letter in which only a few disturbing questions are written: Who are you?, What is the origin of the world? This will be the starting point for an exciting expedition through the history of
Western philosophy, which will act as a guide of the enigmatic philosopher Alberto Know. Together they will travel through time and space 2,400 years of history, passing through ancient Greece or the Middle Ages until they reach the modern era. In this peculiar journey you will meet the most famous thinkers of each era
who embark on a great and surprising epic adventure.. Sofia's world premiered in 1999-08-06 and lasts a total of 113 minutes. To enjoy this cinematic work, you can use various services, such as Netflix, Pay per view or others like Emule or Torrent. Critical Tab [5] Trailers [1] Images [1] Blu-ray [1] Original title Sofie's
world - Sofies v'rld (Sophie's World) Year 1999 Duration 150 min. Norway Country Direction Erik Gustavson Screenplay Petter Skavlan (Roman: J. Gaarder) Musik Randall Meyers Photographic Kjell Vassdal Cast Silje Storstein, Bjørn Floberg, Tomas Von Bremssen, Andrine Sother, Edda Trandum Grjotheim, Minken
Fosheim, Nils Vogt, Hans Alfredson Producer Co-production Norway-Sweden; Audiovisual Produksjonsfond, Norsk Rikskringkasting, Filmkameratene A/S, Inkas Film &amp; T.V. Productions, NRK Drama, Nordisk Film, Ríkisútvarpi-Sjónvarp R.V. Fantastic genre. Synopsis Adventures A few days before her 15th birthday,
young Sofia receives a mysterious anonymous letter in which few disturbing questions are written: Who are you?, What is the world's origins? This will be the starting point for an exciting expedition through the history of Western philosophy, which will act as a guide of the enigmatic philosopher Alberto Know. Together
they will travel through time and space 2,400 years of history, passing through ancient Greece or the Middle Ages until they reach the modern era. In this peculiar journey, you'll meet the most famous thinkers of each era who embark on a great and surprising epic adventure. (FILMAFFINITY) Your review Votes of Soul
Mates Voices of Your Friends If any synopsis counts for many details in the plot - or to correct errors or fill in data from the tab or release date - you can send us a message. If you are registrad@ you can contact us via Twitter, FB or by email at info -arroba-filmaffinity -dot-com. The intellectual property rights of the
reviews correspond to the corresponding critics and/or media from which they are extracted. Filmaffinity has not with the film's producer, producer or director. The copyright in the poster, cover, frames, photographs and images of each DVD, VOD, Blu-ray, trailer and original soundtrack (BSO) belongs to the
corresponding producers and/or distributors. Film News The latest Film News Featured Trailers Latest Trailers The best movies in theaters best film in theaters 1999 (NO) Norwegian? Historical, Drama, Fantasy? Atp? 113 minute video the full movie in Latin Spanish HD. You can watch The World of Sofia, full film in our
film guide – A few days before she is fifteen, teenage Sofia receives an enigmatic anonymous letter in which only a few disturbing questions are written: Who are you?, What is the origin of the planet?? This will be the starting point for an exciting expedition through the history of Western philosophy, which will act as a
guide of the enigmatic philosopher Alberto Know. Together they will travel through time and space 2,400 years of history, passing through ancient Greece or the Middle Ages until they reach the modern era. In this peculiar journey, you'll meet the most famous thinkers of each era who embark on a great and surprising
epic adventure. It is possible to watch the film The World of Sofia for free on cable TV or with VoD rental with original sound in Norwegian, subtitled and dubbed in Spanish or Spanish (USA, Mexico, Spain and Latin America). The availability of languages and subtitles varies depending on the service used. This film
officially premieres in theaters August 6, 1999 (1999 film). The full DVD and Blu-Ray HD/3D edition of the full film in good visual quality plus official trailer, director commentary, deleted scenes and extras are usually marketed after its official premiere at festivals or cinemas in Norway and other parts of the world.
Alternative title: O Mundo de Sofia (Brazil). ACTORS / REPARTO of The World of Sofia (1999) opinion from online film review Very good, managed to tell a good story and keep the viewer in their armchair. ADDRESS AUDIENCE CLASSIFICATION Films directed by Erik Gustavson. ATP Rated films suitable for all
audiences. GENDER PREMIERE DATE DURATION WITHOUT HISTORICAL CUTS, Drama, Fantasy 1999 / HBO 1:53:00 (1 h 53 min) the full HD movie with subtitles in Spanish. PRODUCTION FILMING Filmed in mega HD video (Full HD 1080p / Cinema / DVD 720p). Norway Film Type Feature Film Premiere at DVD
N/D Premiere of BluRay N/DThis film has been distributed internationally under several titles. Sofia's world in Argentina. O Sofia World in Brazil. Il mondo di Italy. From wasld van Sofie in the Netherlands. Sofies Welt in Germany.Original SCREENplay from the film Screenplay by Petter Skavlan and Jostein
Gaarder.PRODUCTORES from the film Produced by Rupert Porter, Loukas Yannatos, Finn Rovold, Kirsten Bryhni, John M. Jacobsen, Dag Alveberg, Steffen Johanssen, Elin Erichsen, Oddvar Bull Tuhus, Gunnar Svensrud, Gunnar Sven Ssrud, Lilette Botasi and Michael Elson.ORIGINAL MUSIC AND SOUNDTRACK
Soundtrack Composed by Randall Meyers.CINEMATOGRAPHY / PHOTOGRAPHY By Kjell Vassdal.STUDIOS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTIONS This erik Gustavson film was produced and/or funded by Danmarks Radio (DR), Ríkisútvarpi-Sjónvarp R.V.Nordiska TV-Samarbetsfonden, NRK Drama, Nordisk Film-
&amp; TV-Fond, Norwegian Film Institute, Audiovisual Produksjonsfond, Sveriges Television (SVT), SF Norge A/S, Inkas Film &amp; TV Productions, Yleisradio (YLE). Distributors of this film in original languages in Argentina, Mexico and the United States commercially distributed this piece of cinema companies like
Eurocine, Constantin Film, Filmjuwelen, GAGA, Swedish Film Industry (SF), VCL Video, GAGA Humax and Argentina Video Home.SEE MOVIE World of SofiaA's usual, this film was filmed in HD video 1080p (High Definition) Widescreen for film projection and in Blu Ray format with Dolby Digital audio. Premiere TV
movies are distributed in 4:3 720p (TV) format. Without commercial cuts, the film The World of Complete Sofia lasts 113 minutes. HD subtitles trailer is available for free viewing on the Internet or for download from the official website. You can watch this complete movie in Spanish or Norwegian in the daily programming
of movie channels, rent the movie in Spanish on DVD or with VoD (YouTube, Video On Demand) and PPV (Pay Per View, Netflix Movies) services. The World of Sofia (1999)In this film guide you will find the most important information about the feature films that are broadcast on HD TV, plus the premieres in Argentine
cinemas, movies in US cinemas and Mexican cinemas. Every day we add the best movies in Spanish, so you decide what you want to buy or rent on DVD, download and watch on your TV with the internet or download to your tablet. Datasheet in IMDb with additional information. 1999 ShareGuardRepartum:Silje
Storstein , Andrine S.ther , Bjørn Floberg , Full CastGener:Drama, Historical, FantasticDirector:Erik GustavsonPaís: SE,NO Qualification:+7RepartoFotosBSOInformation offered for a few days before she is 15 years old, Sofia receives a letter offering to do a philosophy course. The girl accepts and meets a teacher who
will introduce her to the world of Western thought.... Full color synopsis:Colorduracion:113 min. Instrumental soundtrack composed by Randall Days before her 15th birthday, Sofia receives a mysterious letter offering her to take a correspondence philosophy course. The girl accepts and meets Albert Knox, a teacher who
will drive her on an exciting adventure through the history of Western philosophy. In 1991, Norwegian Jostein published the world of Jostein Gaarder, a work that served as a novel and as a fundamental introduction to Western philosophy. The book became a bestseller in his country and in 1999 adapted for celluloid,
which led to the most expensive Norwegian film in history until then. It should also be noted that the filmed material for the film was adapted a year later in the form of a nearly four-hour miniseries that extended Sofia's philosophical adventures, performed by the debutant Silje Storstein.SubirThe dance realityIllargi
Guztiak. All MoonsBeginningOtra TwistFor LifeWendyThe Illegal WomanMemoria of Weave World of Sofia - (1999) film about the history of Western philosophy. Sofia's World (1999)Original title: Sofie's world - Sofies v'rld (Norway)Just days before her 15th birthday, young Sofia receives a mysterious anonymous letter
with few disturbing questions written: Who are you?, What is the origin of the world? This will be the starting point for an exciting expedition through www.docsity.com/.../historia-de-la-... who will act as a guide the enigmatic philosopher Alberto Know. Together they will travel through time and space 2,400 years of history,
passing through ancient Greece or the Middle Ages until they reach the modern eraFuente: www.docsity.com/.../10-peliculas-to ... 6SO like Share Report Download Attach social networks Delete from album Report Edit Comment Delete Comment 16 Oct 2019 16/10/2019A interesting contribution to this website thanks to
sharing and uploading it. Upload.
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